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Carefully read and understand the user manual before assembly and use of the OGAWA Studio Treadmill.

Keep the manual for future reference.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Before beginning, this or any exercise program, consult your physician first. This is especially important 
for individuals over the age of 35 or persons with pre-existing health problems. Read all instructions 
before using the OGAWA Studio Treadmill. OGAWA assumes no responsibility for personal injury or 
property damage obtained by or using this machine.

1.     When using the OGAWA Studio Treadmill, always attach the safety pull pin rope to your clothes.

2.    Use the OGAWA Studio Treadmill only for its intended use as described in this manual. DO NOT use 
       any other accessories not recommended by the manufacturer. This could compromise the safety 
       of this machine and will void the warranty.

3.    Position the OGAWA Studio Treadmill on a clear, level surface and away from water and moisture. 
       Do not place the machine on thick carpet as it may interfere with proper ventilation. 

4.    To prevent injury, stand on the foot rails before starting the OGAWA Studio Treadmill. After turning 
       the power on and adjusting the speed control there may be a pause before the walking belt begins 
       to move, always stand on the foot rails on the sides of the frame until the belt is moving.

5.    Always hold the handrails when initially walking or running on the OGAWA Studio Treadmill, until 
       you familiarize yourself with the machine.

6.    This machine contains moving parts, do not wear loose clothing or jewelry. Always wear 
       appropriate exercise clothes and rubber-soled athletic shoes. 

7.    The OGAWA Studio Treadmill is only recommended for adults. 

8.    If the OGAWA Studio Treadmill should suddenly increase in speed due to electronics failure or the 
       speed inadvertently increased, the treadmill will come to a sudden stop when the safety pull pin is 
       disengaged from the console.

9.    Before each use, examine this machine for damage to power cord, power receptacle, loose parts, or 
       signs of wear. Do not use if found in this condition. Contact us for repair information. Keep power 
       cord away from heat source and hot surfaces.

10.   The power cord of the motorized treadmill is customized. If the power cord is damaged, please 
        contact us directly.

11.     When the OGAWA Studio Treadmill is not being used, the power cord should be unplugged, and 
        the safety pull pin should be removed.

WARNING:

Note the following precautions before assembling or operating this machine:
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Installation tools

6# Wrench 6mm 1pc、Wrench S15*S13*S14*∮5*70 1pc

www.ogawaworld.net.ph

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN YOU OPEN THE CARTON, YOU WILL FIND THE BELOW SPARE PARTS:

No. Description  Spec    QTY
01 Main Frame      1
35 Computer      1
04 Left upright      1
05 Right upright      1
28/29 L&R upright      1/1
 Decorative cover
52 Bolt   M8*20    4
83 Wrench  6mm    1

No. Description  Spec    QTY
56 Bolt   M8*38    2
58 Cap   M8    2
60 Flat washer  M8    2
64 Screw   ST4    6
    2*16
51 Bolt   M8*60    8
82 Cross wrench      1
84 Safety Lock      1

S15*S13*S14
*∮5*70 

01 35 04 05

28/29 52 53 58

60 64 51 82

83 84
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Open the carton,take out the above materials 
from the carton,and put the main frame on 
the ground. Run the upper control wire（74） 
into the right upright（05).

STEP 1:FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

Align the L&R upright（04） /（05）with the 
bottom frame （03）holes and then load the 
bolts（51） and bolts（52）as shown in the figure 
2.

STEP 2:

Align the upper computer frame（35） with 
the L&R upright （04）/（05）,Load bolts（56）flat 
washers（60）nuts（58）and bolts （52）and lock 
them,as shown in the figure 3.

STEP 3:
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FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6
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Put the L&R upright decorative cover（28)（29）
into the L&R upright（04）（05）and bottom 
frame(03). Align the holes,install and lock the 
screw（64)，as shown in the figure 4.

STEP 4:

:Place the safety lock（84）in the yellow 
rectangle of the computer assembly in the 
arrow as shown in figure 5.

STEP 5:

After the installation, please check whether 
there is any  omission. Make sure all parts are 
locked according to the instructions 
before switching on the power supply. Refer 
to the following instructions carefully for 
treadmill operation.

NOTE
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FOLDING INSTRUCTION

UNFOLDING INSTRUCTION

Use proper safety precautions and 
lifting techniques. Lift the walking deck 
fully upward and engage the pneumatic 
cylinder. Be sure that the pneumatic 
cylinder is correctly locked in place.

Slightly push the walking deck forward 
toward the console. With your left foot 
lightly push the top part of the 
pneumatic cylinder forward until the 
locking tube releases and you can pull 
the walking deck away from the console.

UNLOCKED
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DANGER

GROUNDING METHODS

This product must be grounded. If it should malfunction or breakdown, grounding provides 
a path of least resistance for electric current to reduce the risk of electric shock. This product is 
equipped with a cord having an equipment-grounding conductor and a  grounding plug. The plug 
must be plugged into an appropriate outlet that is properly installed and grounded in accordance 
with all local codes and ordinances.

Improper connection of the equipment-grounding conductor can result in a risk of electric shock. 
Check with a qualified electrician or serviceman if you are in doubt as to whether the product is 
properly grounded. 

Do not modify the plug provided with the product – if it will not fit the outlet, have a proper outlet 
installed by a qualified electrician.

This product is for use on a nominal 220-volt circuit and has a grounding plug that looks like the plug 
illustrated in sketch A in following figure. Make that the product is connected to an outlet having the 
same configuration as the plug. No adapter should be used with this product.
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FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

No. Icon        Functional Specifications

Slope reduction button：Adjustable range 0-20 segments 
Its adjustment amplitude value is 1 section/time, when the 
continuous hold more than 0.5 seconds, automatic continuous 
decline. 

Slope up button：Adjustable range 0-20 segments
Its adjustment amplitude value is 1 section/time, when the 
continuous hold more than 0.5 seconds, automatic continuous 
decline.

Deceleration button：Adjustable range 1.0-20km/h 
Its adjustment amplitude value is 0.1 km/time, when the 
continuous hold more than 0.5 seconds, automatic continuous 
decline.

Acceleration button：Adjustable range 1.0-20km/h
Its adjustment amplitude value is 0.1 km/time, when the 
continuous hold more than 0.5 seconds, automatic continuous 
decline. 

“Incline：3、6、9、12” Slope shortcut button：
The slope can be quickly set.

1. OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS OF PANEL BUTTONS
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No. Description   Functional Specifications

“HOME” button
Can return to the home screen from any screen (except the home 
screen) 

Back button: 
You can return to the previous interface 

“SPEED：3、6、9、12”Speed shortcut button
Speed can be set quickly. 

OPERATION DURING MOVEMENT

• To ensure the normal operation of the device, don’t download on the device；
• Clear the cache periodically；
• Try not to use third-party apps. When you exit a third-party application, use the return key first；
• WIFI restriction: This product cannot be connected, and WIFI web page verification is required

• Press the stop button during the running of the treadmill to slow down the treadmill and to stop 
  running.
• When the user holds the heart rate grip with both hands, the heart rate data will be displayed for 
  about 5 seconds.
• The key to running a treadmill is proper warm up and cool down after exercise.
• You usually start with a five-minute walk followed by a brisk walk or run and finish with another 
  five-minute walk.

• The setting of the slope during the movement

Usually about 30 minutes of exercise will have a better exercise effect. For ordinary body builders 
each running time should not exceed more than 60 minutes. Longer exercise duration may cause 
excessive fatigue.

Explanation: When running, set a slower pace to walk slowly for 5 minutes first, which is roughly 
equivalent to the state when walking, and then gradually increase the speed of the treadmill, 
When the speed is increased to "5" or  ="6"，You are in a state of brisk walking or jogging, and your 
body has basically adapted to it. Set it to a slower pace again and walk slowly for 5 minutes as a 
relaxation arrangement, Let the body gradually adapt in the process of exercise. This takes about 
30 minutes at a time.

（Some models do not have the lift function. This function is for reference only）

If need to set slope, set first when starting to run is "0". Do 5 minutes of slow walk, after waiting for 
the body to adapt, raise slope gradually accordingly to also consume more calories. 
Larger slope does not suit long running exercise.

2. MATTERS NEEDING ATTENTION

6
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• Heart rate monitoring while running

1.  Turn on the power switch and properly attach the magnetic safety lock to the safety lock position at 
    the bottom of the panel.
2. After startup, the main screen is displayed.
3. Press the "Start" button on the panel, and the treadmill starts to run at the lowest speed and the 
    lowest slope. Press the "Incline + -" or "Speed + -" button as needed to change the slope and speed

After running, please do not get off the treadmill immediately. When running, the blood of the 
body is mainly concentrated in the lower limbs, and the rhythmic contraction of the muscles can 
help to return the blood of the lower limbs to the heart. But if you stop immediately after running, 
the squeezing effect suddenly disappears and blood flow back to the heart slows, which may 
result in insufficient blood supply to the brain and, in serious cases, shock symptoms.

All treadmills come with heart rate monitoring, which allows you to measure your heart rate at 
the end of your run. Place your hands by the handle of the heartbeat hand, and the heartbeat 
data will be displayed for about 5 seconds. The treadmill will automatically calculate the real-time 
heartbeat times of your exercise. When the average heart rate drops below 120, it's basically fine.

QUICK START：

3. BOOT SCREEN
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The main interface is divided into ten functional modules：They are weather forecast, local audio (local 
music, local video), Internet (built-in third-party video APP), WIFI link, one-button cleaning, sports 
show, skin settings, applications, Settings, sports center（Built-in time counter, calorie counter, distance 
counter, step counter, program movement, heart rate control speed, track mode, real motion, custom）

Icon  Functional Specifications

Time
Convenient for 
users to check the time.

Back button
You can return to the previ-
ous interface（except home 
screen）

WIFI
This command is used to 
check whether the system is 
connected to the WIFI 
network.

Icon  Functional Specifications

Volume Button
Adjustable 
volume, mainly applicable to 
music and video playback.

Home button
Can return to the home 
screen from any screen 
(except the home screen)

User Login QR Code
①Scan the QR code with 
Sports Show APP and 
directly log in to sports Show 
account.

4. MAIN INTERFACE

13:04 
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Icon  Functional Specifications

Internet 
Built-in third-party video 
APP

Cleaner
One-click cache and 
memory clearing shortcuts.

Fitshow
Quick login to app. 

Application
Built-in third-party music 
APP, third-party video 
APP; Internet, social 
networking, news.

Icon  Functional Specifications

WIFI 
Wi-Fi connection button。

Skin 
The background skin of the 
machine can be changed by 
selecting the built-in skin as 
desired. 

Setting
Built-in brightness 
adjustment, language 
selection, machine 
management, factory mode 
four major functions. 

Sport Center
There are 10 built-in modes 
of exercises. 

INTRODUCTION TO MAIN INTERFACE

FUNCTION

1. WEATHER FORECAST

Weather forecast
Displays weather conditions 
at the current time and 
location

Music & Video
It is used to manage audio 
and video files in the system 
memory and external USB 
flash drives.

 It is used to manage weather conditions at the current time and location.

• Users can manually correct the current time and date.

• The current time and date will be updated when the network is 
  available.
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1.1  HOW DO I MANUALLY ADJUST THE TIME, DATE, AND LOCATION:

HOW DO I PLAY THE VIDEO STORED ON USB:

2. LOCAL MUSIC & VIDEO

Click on the               Weather forecast icon on the time display, you can manually adjust the time
date parameters：

Insert a USB storage device into a USB port and play video files by performing related operations

It is used to manage and play video and audio files in the system memory and external USB flash drive.

• Supports playback of MP3, APE, MP4, MOV and other common 
  audio and video files.

• Local video files do not need to connect to the network and can 
  be directly played.

• In the process of exercise, we should try to choose a music with 
  bright rhythm, which is best adapted to the rhythm of running. 
  Music with a sudden change in rhythm is easy to have a bad 
  effect on the rhythm of running.

• Try not to watch videos while you're running. It's easy to get 
  distracted and can be dangerous if you run too fast or too slow

13
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2.1 MUSIC INTERFACE

Click on the                Local music icon. The local music page is displayed.

Scroll down to browse the song list on the left and select the song name；

Click on the song file to start playing.

14
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Icon  Functional Specifications

Color Green indicates the name of the song being played.
Color White indicates the name of the song to be selected.

Start playing music

Pause music 

Play the last song 

Play the next one

Play in the order of the song list

Play the song list randomly

The single plays on a loop

Moving the progress bar dot left and right can change the 
progress of the music.

DIRECTORY

Song1         
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2.1 LOCAL VIDEO

DIRECTORY

① Click on the                  Local Video Icon，entering the video screen. 

②              Scroll down to view the video file on the left side of the screen 

③              Click the video file to start playing.

Icon  Functional Specifications

Play the last video

Play the next video

Start playing the video

Pause the video

You can change the progress of the video by moving the 
progress bar dot left and right.

Click the playing video to achieve the full screen effect 
and click again to exit the full screen.

16
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3. INTERNET

How to freely switch to the main interface to view and adjust motion parameters
when using third-party APP:

Built-in third-party video APP

• Both requires a WIFI connection to use.

• You can start the treadmill after setting the content. Please try  
  not to watch videos while you're running. It's easy to get 
  distracted and can be dangerous if you run too fast or too slow.

• In the process of running, try to choose a music with bright 
  rhythm, which is best adapted to the rhythm of running

DIRECTORY

Icon  Functional Specifications

In the case of treadmill exercise, click Hide Exercise Parameters

In the case of treadmill exercise, click display exercise parameters

Open the hover button 

Close hover button

Return to the previous menu

Adjust the volume

Return to the home screen

17
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4. WIFI
On the home screen，Click on the      . The WIFI management page will be displayed：

5. CLEAN
Click on the                   to directly clear the cache and memory of the machine.

6. SPORT CENTER
Built-in 10 types of exercises: Time counting, Calorie counting, Distance counting, Step counting,
Program exercise, Heart Rate Control, Track Mode, Real Motion, Custom, Map running.

• Running the map requires a WIFI connection.

• The best time to run is not more than 60 minutes.

• The incline on the treadmill makes it harder to push off the 
  ground, mimicking the resistance of road running outside.   
  However, if the slope is too high, the speed of the treadmill 
  should be adjusted properly to avoid falling too fast.

18
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Please be sure to check whether the safety pull pin is working before any exercise.
If anything goes wrong during the exercise, pull the safety pull pin and the machine will quickly slow 
down and will stop running.

Please keep an eye on your heart rate during exercise. The maximum value of heart rate is controlled 
at 220 minus age (this is the limit value, general exercise does not exceed 90% of this value is good) 
within every minute. For older users, this number needs to be lowered. 

Any strenuous exercise, please take about 30~60 minutes after meals.

6.1 On the home screen，Click on the              Sport Center Icon. Users can choose the exercise mode
according to their exercise goals.

19
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Time 
countdown

Calorie
countdown

Real View 
Run 

Custom 
Mode

Distance
countdown

Step 
countdown

Work out Heart rate 
speed

Runway
mode

DIRECTORY

6.2 

Runway 1 lap is 400 meters，          When the icon rotates one turn, the number of 
completed turns will automatically count to 1, and so on.

Click the              Runway mode icon，the runway mode page will be displayed.

20
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PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT OF THE TREADMILL：

START OF RUNWAY MODE

1. Clicking on any area of the screen will bring up an operating float window that controls the treadmill.

1.  Adjust the required motion parameters by sliding up and down. Press the start button, and the
    treadmill will run automatically after entering "3, 2, 1, GO"；

2. While moving, speed and slope can be adjusted through the speed and slope buttons on the
    panel or the buttons in the floating window.

3. Press the button on the suspension frame of the treadmill         .

The treadmill will slow down.

These are two options for users to choose. When the user has not made a choice, click the return
key in the upper right corner to return to the main interface and operate other operations except
running the treadmill. When the user finishes selecting, click any column of the sports mode in
the Sport center interface to return to the runway mode interface.

2. Click the button in the float window          . The treadmill will have two options to restart or stop: If no
operation is performed within 3 seconds, the float window closes automatically.
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4.  Push the                      button to restart the treadmill at the lowest speed.

5.   Push the                      button to stop the treadmill and the current performance will be displayed.
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Program list：
Built-in U1-U16 a total of 16 programs for users to choose data.

Adjust Time：
Users can customize the current running duration by adding or 
subtracting on the time display box.

Adjust Speed：
Click to select, the user can slide the rectangular 
coordinates up and down, customize the current running speed, 
once the user set the successful operation, it will automatically 
save the user-defined program data.

Adjust Incline
Click to select, the user can slide the rectangular 
coordinates up and down, customize the current motion slope, 
once the user set the successful operation, it will automatically 
save the user-defined program data；

If all adjustments are made, press the START button to run the 
Treadmill. 

Coordinate figure：
indicates current running speed
indicates current motion slope.

6.3 Click the                Custom Mode icon and the Custom Settings page will be displayed.

Adjust Incline

Adjust speed
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6.4 Click the               Heart Purse Control icon，the heart rate control page will be displayed：

Users must set the parameters according to their needs, click the start button, and the 
treadmill will start to run.
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6.5 Click the             Time Countdown icon, the mode for setting the countdown time will be 
displayed：

Users can choose exercise time according to their need with Built-in fixed time. If the user 
wants to set it by himself, he can click Customize and press add or subtract on the window to 
set the exercise duration. Once set, click on                  the icon and the movement begins. 

Press the STOP button, the treadmill will slow down smoothly and stop running. The system 
will automatically calculate the performance of the exercise and pop up the related report card 
interface.

26



THREE SCENARIOS

Gobi Grass Seaside
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6.6 Click the               Real View Run icon and the live action page will be displayed： 

27
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6.6.1 LIVE ACTION：

1. In the live action sports interface，Click the              icon to enter the Gobi page.

2. The running parameters are displayed at the bottom of the Gobi running interface:

Click on the             icon to hide the bottom motion parameter bar.

Click on the              icon to display the motion parameter bar.

28
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7. FITSHOW

This interface allows users to manage their personal information and sports data.

On the main interface, click the                  Fit Show icon to enter the login page:

Quick login of account on mobile 
FitShow Application. 
 
Users are advised to register 
through mobile; Scan the QR code 
on the left to download the 
"FitShow" Application.

• You can view the exercise data of the day, and the system will automatically record the 
  user's historical exercise data such as calories, time, steps, and miles of exercise.

• When the treadmill is connected to the Internet, the system will collect and upload the user's 
  personal exercise data to calculate the user's ranking in the system, and create a leaderboard. 
  (This function will not disclose the user's personal information, only for internal ranking
  reference).

29
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7.1 ENTER YOUR USERNAME AND PASSWORD TO LOG IN

7.1.2 SCAN THE QR CODE TO LOG IN

If you are a registered user, please click on the                  Fit Show icon to log in directl

Click the “       ” icon on the upper left of the 
interface to enter the interface as shown in 
the following figure;

Open the FitShow APP on your phone, and 
click the “      ” icon on the top right of the 
discovery interface to enter the scan code 
interface

After a successful login, the user can 
obtain the following information as 
required:

• User’s basic personal information.
• Statistics of daily, weekly, and monthly 
  distances.
• Historical sports records.
• Learn about sports rankings.

In the case that the user has not logged in, to facilitate the user to quickly log in without 
entering the username and password, open the FitShow APP with mobile phone and scan the 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL code to directly log in.

Fill in the user information according to 
the steps below, and click the user login 
button once completed.

Click the                 icon in the user center, 
and the user can scan the QR code to log 
in directly through the phone;
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Distance:
The total number of miles exercised by the user

Duration:
The total duration of the user's exercise.

Calorie:
The total number of calories a user burns during exercise.

Movement Data:
Historical movement data. Click this detail bar and it will display 
the specific history.

Movement Data:
The sports data of the day. Click this detail bar and it will show the 
specific history.

7.2 PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENTS:

On the personal home page, click “        ” to enter the personal achievement page.
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7.3 HISTORICAL RECORD:

7.4 RANKING LIST

On the personal home page, click “          ” to enter the page of history;

On the personal home page, click “           ”to enter page of ranking list；

User avatar:
Users can customize on the FitShow APP

7140.14km

8.7km/h

Total number of miles run

Mileage of the last run 

Champion:
Top of the leaderboar

First runner-up:
No.2 on the list

Third:
No.3 on the lis

32
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• Built-in skin for users to choose ，users cannot download
   the file by themselves
• The background skin of the machine can be  changed
   according to your preference.

8. SKIN

8.1. SET UP THE SKIN

On the home interface, click on the                 Skin icon. Enter to the skin selection page，

A select button         appears on the upper right corner.
Click the back button on the upper right corner to return to the main interface.
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9. APPLICATION

Click the          Application icon to enter the application page：

Built-in third-party music and video application, Internet, Social networking, news and other
seven function modules.

• The seven function modules need to connect to WIFI network 
   to use;
• Support to play MP3, MP4, MOV, APE, and other common audio 
   and video format files;
• Please try not to browse web content or watch video files while 
   running. It's easy to get distracted and can be dangerous. You 
   can set the content first, then start the treadmill;
• In the process of running, listen to relaxing music to reduce the 
   dull feeling in the process of exercise.
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10. SET UP

Click the         Set up icon to enter to the setting page：

Includes 4 Major Functions: Built-In Brightness Adjustment, Language Selection, Treadmill
Management, and Factory Mode 

• The system will forbid users to install other apps, so as not to 
  cause the treadmill system crash:
• The system will prohibit users from uninstalling the built-in 
  App;
• Please clear the App data and cache regularly.
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10.1 BRIGHTNESS ADJUSTMENT：

10.2 MANAGEMENT OF THE MACHINE：

In the setting interface, click the brightness adjustment icon to enter the leaderboard interface:

Swipe right to increase brightness and swipe left to decrease brightness.

In the setting interface, click the machine management icon to enter the machine management
interface, which displays the accumulated mileage and the mileage of the next maintenance.
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11. MOBILE SOFTWARE

11.1 ERROR MESSAGE INTERFACE

ERROR MESSAGE

1 2

3 4

Note: Differences may occur due to different mobile phones.
The operation steps are for reference only.

Apple App store download: Search by Keyword (iFitshow)
Android App download by App market: Search keywords (Sports show)

Note: When using the treadmill, if there is any abnormality, there will be corresponding error 
prompt and solution on the interface. (Due to different models, some exceptions will not appear)
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11.1.2

5 6

7 8

1 2

3 4
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11.1.3

15

5 6

3 4

1 2
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11.2

3 4

1 2

9

7 8
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If you are around 35 years old, or have health problem, even this is your first time to do fitness exercise, 
please consult doctor or professional before use it. 

Before doing an exercise, please stand on the side to learn how to operate, such as start, stop, and 
speed adjustment. After that stand on the plastic deck of the treadmill board, catch hold of the hand-
rail, start by 1.6--3.2 km/h low speed, stand straight, look forward, try one foot first. After adapting, you 
can adjust the speed to 3--5 km/h and keep exercising about 10 minutes, then stop.

GETTING STARTED GUIDE
PREPARE

Please stand on the side to learn how to operate, such as speed and incline, until you can adapt. 
Walk 1 km by constant step need about 15-25 minutes, please record it. And walk 1km by 4.8 km/h need 
about 12 minutes. If you can do it easily by few times, then you can adjust to higher speed and incline, 
and go on to do for 30 minutes, you can take a good exercise. 

Warm up 2 minutes by 4.8 km/h, and adjust the speed to 5.3 km/h and 5.8 km/h, continue to 
exercise by this two speeds. Then add 0.3 km/h per 2mins speed increase. Keep this speed to do 
exercise, if it feels uncomfortable, please reduce 0.3 km/h. Leave 4 minutes to reduce speed at last. 
If you feel it is hard to strengthen exercises by increase speed, then you can choose the way of 
increase incline slowly, it also can strengthen exercise.

EXERCISE

AMOUNT OF EXERCISE

SHORTCUT - The best way to save time is do 15-20 minutes exercise.

Warm up 5 minutes by 4--4.8 km/h speed, then add 0.3 km/h per 2 minutes increasing speed, you 
can do 45mins on the speed that you feel comfortable and challenging. To strengthen do exercise. 
You can do 1 hour by this speed and add 0.3 km/h speed. Return the speed back when going to 
next program, so at this period, the heat will be consumed enough. Lastly, keep 4 minutes to 
reduce the speed.

CONSUMPTION OF HEAT

Target is 3--5 times per week, do 15-60mins each time. It is better to make a time schedule, do not 
accord to your favor. You can get the strenuous exercise degree through adjusting speed and 
incline. We highly suggest not to incline when starting an exercise.

EXERCISE FREQUENCY
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Consult a physician before you start an exercise program. Stop exercising if you feel pain, tightness in 
your chest, or shortness of breath. Contact your doctor before you use the machine again. If you often 
use treadmill, you can choose normal walk speed or jog speed.

If you have no experience or can't make sure the best testing speed, use the values calculated or 
measured by the machine’s computer for reference purposes only.        

Speed 1-3.0 km  starter 
Speed 3.0-4.5 km  sedentary lifestyle (often sitting or lying down)
Speed 4.5-6.0 km  moderate walking
Speed 6.0-7.5 km  speed walking
Speed 7.5-9.0 km  jogger
Speed 9.0-12.0 km  intermediate speed runner
More than 12.0 km  excellent runner

It is suitable for walker to choose less than or equal to 6 km speed. 
It is suitable for runner to choose greater than or equal 8 km speed. 

SAFETY EXERCISE
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Start with 5 to 10 minutes of stretching and light 
exercise. A warm-up increases your body 
temperature, heart rate, and circulation in 
preparation for exercise. 

1. Reach Down ：Knees slightly bent, and body 
slowly bent forward, back and shoulders relax, 
trying to touch toes. Keep 10-15 seconds and relax. 
Repeat 3 times(See picture l).

2. Hamstrings Stretches: Sitting on a clean cushion, 
put one leg straight, the other inward and close to 
the inside of the straight leg. Try to touch your toes 
with your hands. Keeping for 10 to 15 seconds, and 
relax. Repeat 3 times for each leg (See picture 2).

3. Crus and Feet Tendon Stretches: Standing with 
two hands on the wall or tree, one leg behind. 
Keeping your legs straight and the heel on the 
ground, tilt to the wall or tree. Keep 10 to 15 
seconds, and relax. Repeat 3 times for each leg (See 
picture 3).

4. Quadriceps Stretches: Keeping your balance with 
your left hand holding on the wall or table, then 
stretch your right heel toward your buttocks slowly, 
until you feel very tense in the front of your thigh. 
Keep10 to 15 seconds, and relax. Repeat 3 times for 
each leg (See picture 4).

5. Sartorius (Inner Muscles of the Thigh Muscle 
Stretches: Sitting down with your soles opposite 
and knees outward Pull your feet toward your groin 
Keep 10 to 15 seconds，and relax. Repeat 3 times 
(See picture 5).

WARM-UP EXERCISES
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Please make sure to pull out the Treadmill's power plug before cleaning or maintaining the product.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION
WARNING:

General cleaning of the unit will greatly prolong the treadmill's life. 
Keep treadmill clean by dusting regularly. Be sure to clean the exposed part of the deck on either side 
of the walking belt and the side rails. This reduces the buildup of foreign material underneath the 
walking belt. Make sure the shoes are clean. The top of the belt may be cleaned with a wet soapy cloth. 
Be careful to keep liquid away from inside the motorized treadmill frame or from underneath the belt.

CLEANSING:

Always unplug the treadmill from the electrical outlet before removing the 
motor cover. At least once a year remove the motor cover and vacuum under the motor 
cover.

This treadmill's walking belt and deck are equipped with a pre-lubricated, low 
maintenance deck system. The belt/ deck friction may play a major role in the function 
and life of your treadmill, thus requiring periodic lubrication. We recommend a periodic 
inspection of the deck.

We recommend lubrication of the deck according to the following timetable:

Light user (less than 3 hours/ week)   Every 60 days 
Medium user (3-5 hours/ week)   Every 45 days
Heavy user (more than 5 hours/ week)  Every 30 days

We suggest you buy lubricating oil from local distributors or contact our company directly. 
Pay attention, any other maintains please ask professionals for help.

WARNING:
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BELT ADJUSTMENT
If the belt has drifted to the right, unplug the 
safety lock and power switch, and turn the 
right adjusting bolt 1/4 turn clockwise, then 
insert the power switch and safety lock, 
re-start the treadmill, and observe the 
running belt to see if it deviates. Repeat the 
above steps until the running belt is aligned 
in the middle.
See picture A
 
If the treadmill belt is swerving to the left, 
unplug the safety lock, turn off the power, 
then with the left adjusting bolt clockwise 
rotation 1 / 4 laps, and turn on the safety lock 
and power on to make treadmill running, 
checking the deviation of the treadmill belt. 
Repeat the above steps until the belt 
centered.
See picture B

The treadmill belt will gradually relax after 
above steps or after a period of time using, 
unplug the safety lock, and turn off the 
power, with the two adjusting bolt clockwise 
rotation 1 / 4 laps, and turn on the safety lock 
and power to make treadmill running, then 
standing on the belt to confirm the tight-
ness. Repeat the above steps until the belt 
moderate tightness.
See picture C
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No.  Description   Spec       QTY
1  Main frame   Weldments   1 
2  Incline frame   Weldments   1 
3  Bottom frame   Weldments   1 
4  Left upright   Weldments   1 
5  Right upright   Weldments   1 
6  Computer frame  Weldments   1 
7  Front roller group  ∮56*580*∮100*∮17*630  1 
8  Rear roller group  ∮46*550*∮17*602   1 
9  Cylinder   ∮8*∮10*∮22*650 F=25kg 1 
10  Flat washer   ∮60*∮36*3.0   2 
11  Compression spring  ∮45X ∮5   2 
12  Running board  t18*675*1275   1 
13  Running belt   t1.6*520*2890    1 
14  Wedge belt   174-J6      1 
15  Motor cover   676*380*86 1050g    1 
16  L&R end cap   145*142*174      2 
17  Plastic regular   80*14*1240  522g  2 
18  L&R sides   120*16*1540  670g  2 
19  Front cover   692*129*66.5 480g  1 
20  The bottom plate  655*306*3.0   1 
21  N        0
22  N        0
23  Feet pad   ∮60*80*M10   2 
24  Transport wheel  ∮50*∮8.5*21 Black  2 
25  Cylindrical washer  ∮30*32 M6   4 
26  washer   ∮25*∮6.5*10   4 
27  washer   ∮25*∮12*5.3   8
28  L upright decorative cover 370*208*70   1 
29  R upright decorative cover 370*208*70   1 
30  Round end   19*1.5    2 
31  Computer junction plate T=4    1 
32  Feet pad   ∮30*∮6.5*15   6 
33  Square end   25*50*1.5   2 
34  L&R Handlebar foam  PU    2 
35  Upper computer cover 490*195*830   1 
36  Bottom computer cover 5570*820*316   1 
37  Display screen  38*450*356   1 
38  Pulse        2
39  Trumpet   5OΩ  3W   2 
40   DC Motor   ∮32  5400RP   1 
41   Incline motor    220v     1 
42   Electronic control  220V     1 
43   Sticker    427*328   1 
44   Button    sticker 95*302   1 
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No.  Description   Spec       QTY
45   Bolt    M8*45  S6   1 
46   Bolt    M8*60  S6   2 
47   Bolt    M8*80 50 S6   1 
48   Bolt    M10*42 20 S17   1 
49   Bolt    M10*90  20  S17  1 
50   Bolt    M10*40 15 S6   4 
51   Bolt    M8*60  20 S6   8 
52   Bolt    M8*20  S6   4 
53   Bolt    M6*40  S4   4 
54   Bolt    M6*25  S4   4
55   Bolt    M8*35  S6   2 
56   Bolt    M8*38 20  S6   2 
57   Screw    M8*20  8*8*3     4 
58   Locknut   M8   S13   10 
59   Locknut   M10   S17   6 
60   Flat washer   �8.5*�19*t1.5       2 
61   Flat washer   �11*�20*t1.5       6 
62   Spring washer  �8.5*�12*t2.5     6 
63   Screw    ST4.2*16     8 
64   Screw    ST4.2*16     26 
65   Screw    ST4.2*12    28
66   Screw    ST4.2*16     27 
67   N        0
68   Screw    ST4.2*12     8
69  N        0
70   Screw    M5*15     4
71   Screw    ST4.0*15    2
72   Foam tape   20*2.0*1200   4 
73   Washer   �5.2*�10*t1    1 
74   Upper control wire  1.8M    1 
75   Ground wire   18#270mm    250  1 
76   AC Single  wire  18#270mm      3 
77   Computer wire      1
78   Power wire   10/15A 250V 1800m  1 
79   Overcurrent protector Input voltage 220V:8A,1 1 
80   Switch    250V/15A    1 
81   Power cord   6W3-4     1 
82   Wrench   S15*S13*S14*�5*70   1 
83   Wrench   S6  80*80mm    1 
84   Safety lock   1.2M    1
85  Bolt    M8*12   S6   2 
86   Motor frame       1 
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MAXIMUM USER WEIGHT CAPACITY:  140KG
ITEM NO:      OG0021
QTY:       1SET/CTN
NET WEIGHT:     85KG
GROSS WEIGHT:    96KG
DIMENSIONS:     1860X875X430MM
OPERATIONAL VOLTAGE:   180V
Power (HP):     1.75HP
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